
A MAXIMAL THEOREM1

C. S. HERZ

Let X denote the unit circle and Lp, 1 <p < co, the usual Lebesgue

space. Given /£i> there is a harmonic function u in the unit disc

with L" boundary value/. Set/*(x) =supr<i \u(r, x)\. The Hardy-

Littlewood Maximal Theorem2 asserts that there exists a constant

Bv such that [|/*||p^P'p||/||p. A similar theorem is given in higher

dimensions by H. E. Rauch [2] and K. T. Smith [3] where X is now

the unit sphere in «-space. These results are obtained by first proving

a maximal ergodic theorem and then passing over to the maximal

theorem. The purpose of this note is to remark that the maximal

theorem is a trivial deduction from a maximal ergodic theorem which

is itself completely standard, so that, in effect, there is very little to

prove.

Before presenting the general procedure, I give an example which

illustrates everything. Let X be the real line and take /£LP. The

harmonic function in the upper half plane with boundary values / is

h(t, x) = f   Q(l, x - y)f(y)dy

where Q is the Poisson kernel, Q(t, x)=ir~1t(t2+x2)~1, t>0. We set

/*(x)=sup¡>o | h(t, x)| and the relevant maximal theorem is ||/*||P

= -^j>[|/l|p- The only fact we need about the Poisson kernel is that the

convolution operators Q(t) form a semi-group having the symbolic

form Q(t) =exp( — /A1'2) where A1/2 is the positive square root of

A— —d2/dx2. Now P(t) =exp( — ¿A) is a formal expression for the

Gaussian semi-group of convolution operators having the Weierstrass

kernel, P(t, x) = (l/2)ir-1'2r1/2 exp { - (4/)_1x2}. Put

g(t, x) = f   P(t, x - y)f(y)dy.

We evidently have the relation

h(s, x) =  f   <¡>(s, t)g(t, x)dt
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where <p is determined by the equation

exp(- iX1'2) =  i    <b(s, t) exp( - t\)dt.
J o

It is to be noted that <j> is independent of the explicit nature of the

kernels P and Q. One easily calculates that td>(s, t) =\{/(s~2t) where

yp(u) =7T-1/2(4tt)~1/2 exp{ — (Au)~l\. What is important is that we

have

(i) f    \<f>(s,t)\dt^I,
J 0

(ii)      the total variation in / of Up(s, t) is not greater than V,

where I and V are constants independent of s. Now one has

/, ».
I <!>(*, t) |  | g(t, x) | dt.

o

Assume that <p, or some majorant of \<p\, satisfies (i) and (ii), and set

/,»
| g(u, x) | du,

0

and put/(x) =supoo a(t, x). It is evident that

/«CO p CO

| d,(s, t) | dtta(t, x) =  I    a(t, x) | d>(s, t) \ dt
o J o

+ f    | td>(s, i) | dta(t, x)^(I+ 2V)f(x).

Thus one concludes that ||/*||/> ^ (7+2F)||/||^. Next, we observe that

/ is simply the supremum of the averages of |/| with respect to a

probability semi-group corresponding to a measure-preserving flow

on X, in this case the flow is Brownian motion. Hence the maximal

ergodic theorem3 is applicable; it says that for Kp<<x>, \\f\\P

= Ap\\f\\P. The maximal theorem, ||/*||p^PP||/||j., follows with

73, = (7+210^,.
The specific deduction made thus far has little merit; the standard

derivation of the Hardy-Littlewood Maximal Theorem, of [4, p. 245]

uses the same reasoning except that the underlying flow is uniform

* Cf. [l, Chapter VIII, especially Theorem 7, p. 693]. Our indebtedness to the

ideas there (which appeared earlier in J. Rat. Mech. Anal. vol. 5 (1956) pp. 129-178)

is evident.
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translation rather than Brownian motion. However, it is clear that

the argument persists in a quite general context, and we intend to

put this generality to use.

Take for X any set, £F a Borel field of subsets of X, and p a com-

pletely additive measure defined on $F. By a measure-preserving flow

on X we mean the assignment to each i>0 and EÇï of a subset

Et of X, measurable with respect to the canonical extension of p, such

that the measure of the symmetric difference of Et+h and Et tends to

zero as h tends to zero from above. Let Lv be the Lebesgue space with

respect to the measure p; we confine our attention to the range

1 <p < «. The flow induces a strongly continuous semi-group of oper-

ators \P(t)} or Z>. Given /£./> we form g(t, x)=P(t)f(x) and f(x)

= sup¡>o t Jo\g(u, x)\du. The maximal ergodic theorem states that

there exist constants Ap such that \\f\\p èAp\\f\\p. The operators P(t)

can be considered to be defined for all Lv spaces simultaneously; for

brevity we shall call {P(t)} a probability semi-group. What we have

proved above is

Theorem. Let {P(t)} be a probability semi-group defined on a meas-

ure space X and suppose \Q(s)}, 5>0, is a one-parameter family of

operators subordinate to {P(t)}, i.e., Q(s)=fô4>(s, t)P(t)dt. Let Lp be

the Lebesgue space with respect to an invariant measure, and for fÇ.Lp

set h(s, x)=Q(s)f(x), f*(x) =sup„>o | h(s, x)|. If the subordinator

<p(s, t), or some majorant of \<p\, satisfies (i) and (ii) above then for

1 <p< co there exists a constant Bp such that [|/*||p^PP||/||p.

For an application consider the unit sphere X in «-dimensional

space and the L" spaces with respect to the uniform measure. Given

fÇzLp we let u(r, x) be the function harmonic in r<l with boundary

values/(x). Thus Am = 0 where A is the Laplacian. We may write

A= —r~n(d/dr)(rn(d/dr))-\-r~2A where A is the Beltrami operator on

the unit sphere. It follows that rdu/dr= {(A+c2)112 — c}u where

« = 2c + l. Set h(s, x)=w(exp( — s), x); then h(s, x)=Q(s)f(x) where

Q(s) has the symbolic form Q(s) =exp{ — s [(A+c2)1'2 — c]}. Let

¡P(¿)} be the semi-group P(t) =exp( — tÄ). This is a probability

semi-group corresponding to Brownian motion on the sphere which

is a measure-preserving flow with respect to the uniform measure.

Q(s) =fô<p(s, t)P(t)dt where the subordinator <p is determined by

exp{ — s [(a+c2)1'2 — c]} = fô<l>(s, t)exp( — t\)dt. Using the calculation

given above we find Up~(s, t) = exp(cs — c2t)\f'(s~2t) whence it follows

that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. The result is

Corollary. Suppose f(ELp on the unit sphere and u(r, x) is the
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function harmonic in the unit ball with boundary values f(x). Then if

Kp<co there exists a constant Bp such that \\f*\\Pú Bp\\f\\p where f*(x)

= supr<i | u(r, x) I.

We turn now to the question of the validity of the maximal theo-

rem for rather general probability semi-groups. Suppose (P(/)} is a

probability semi-group with symbolic form P(t) =exp( — ¿A). If x is a

function alternating of order °°, i.e., a completely monotone mapping,

on (0, oo) and x(0) =0 then \Q(t)} is again a probability semi-group

where Q(s) =exp { — sx(A)}. A rigorous discussion of the infinitesimal

generators A and x(A) is irrelevant here since what is meant is that

Q(s)=fô<p(s, t)P(t)dt where cp is determined by exp{ — sx(x)}

= fô<p(s, t)exp( — tX)dt. (In general we should write dt$(s, t) for

<t>(s, t)dt, where for each s, $(s, t) is a function increasing from 0 to 1

on [0, oo ].) Such a process of subordination takes probability semi-

groups into probability semi-groups. We can assert the maximal theo-

rem for the semi-group {Q(t)} if <p satisfies (i) and (ii) above, (i) is

trivial since <p(s, /)=0 and fô4>(s, t)dt=í. It remains to decide for

what x's (Ü) holds. We shall now show that for x(x)=xc, 0<c<l,

(ii) is valid. Here fô<p(s, t)exp( — tX)dt — exp( — s\c) so that Up(s, t)

= ipc(s~llct) where \pc is determined by

/;
&(») exp( — u\)du = cXc_1 exp( —Xe).

(The yp used above corresponds to c=l/2.)  Inversion of Laplace

transforms gives

&(«) = ît_1 I     exp{x1/c« cos 0 — x cos 6c]
J o

• sin{ x1/c« sin 0 — x sin 0c + 0c} dx

where 6 may be chosen at will in the range 7r/2 ^6^tt. Changing vari-

ables we calculate the derivative as

/, =o exp{ yu cos 0 — yc cos 0c}
o

• sin{ yu sin 0 — yc sin 0c + 0(c + 1)} ycdy.

Taking 6 = ir we have the estimate for u>2:

/oo
exp{- (1/2) yu)ycdy = 0(u~l-c).

Taking 0 = ir/2, we obtain the uniform bound
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| ic (u) |   á ¿ir-1 í     exp{ -yc cos(i/2)irc}ycdy.
J 0

Therefore Jô | i*'c («) | du = V< ». The total variation of Up(s, t) is V,

and so (ii) holds.

The reasoning of the last paragraph establishes

Theorem. Suppose there is a measure-preserving flow on a measure

space X inducing probability semi-groups {Q(t)}, t>0, on the Lebesgue

spaces Lp with respect to an invariant measure. If the family of operators

{Q(t)} is subordinate to a probability semi-group \P(t)} via the formal

relation Q(t)=exp( — tAc), P(t)=exp( — tA), where 0<c<l, then given

/G7p and f*(x)= supt>0\Q(t)f(x)\ we have for Kp<<», \\f*\\p
= Bp\\j\\p where the bounds, Bp, depend only on p and c.
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